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Convertibles live up to billing as equity markets see saw 
 

Convertibles’ appeal has always rested with the promise of equity upside but bond-like 
protection on the downside. It’s a promise that they more than lived up to in the opening 
months of the year... 
 

After powering through 2013, global equity markets stumbled in January as worries over the US 

Federal Reserve’s (Fed) monetary tightening and lacklustre Chinese data sent shivers running 

through emerging markets. The resulting flight to quality saw global equities fall by 3.8 per cent1  in 

January and US ten-year treasury yields decline markedly.  

By comparison, convertibles – as measured by the UBS Global Focus Index – suffered only a modest 

23 bps drop.2 But when equity markets bounced in early February, buoyed by upbeat rhetoric from 

Fed chairwoman Janet Yellen and signs the US economy would soon emerge from weather-related 

woes, convertibles followed equity markets right back up. The MSCI World Index delivered 4.81 per 

cent to dollar investors with the UBS Global Focus Index returning four per cent,3 but for significantly 

less risk.  

Agreeing terms 

This explains why investors frequently refer to ‘convexity’ or the ‘asymmetry’ of convertible returns; 

namely because convertibles benefit from rising equity markets but limit the downside by the ‘bond 

floor’ that’s built in. Even so, we were surprised by the strength of the rebound in convertibles. Our 

own research demonstrates that, on average, convertibles enjoy around two thirds of the rise in equity 

markets, but suffer somewhat less than this in the event of a fall.  

We think the additional return seen in February probably reflects the growth bias evident among 

convertibles issuers and the structural support enjoyed by the asset class. Because the sector lacks 

the ‘hot money’ seen elsewhere and buyers still outnumber sellers, technical support for the market 

remains high. For managers of absolute-return convertible strategies, the heightened equity volatility 

already in evidence should also increase option values while providing attractive arbitrage 

opportunities for more experienced fund managers. 
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1 Source: Bloomberg, MSCI World Index one-month US dollar return of -3.77 per cent in January 2014 
2 Source: Bloomberg 
3 Source: Bloomberg 




